Introduction
Over the last two decades, more economies have adopted inflation targeting as their monetary policy framework. The success of this regime depends on, among other things, the independence and credibility of central banks and their ability to accurately predict future inflation. The latter is particularly important because of policy lags. Monetary policies typically have long and variable lags and without accurate inflation forecasts their implementation may be ill-timed resulting in counter-productive effects. Unfortunately, accurate inflation forecasts have become increasingly hard to get by central bankers and other professionals (Stock and Watson, 2008) . This accounts for the recurring attention paid to the subject of inflation forecasting.
The Phillips curve is the primary framework for modelling inflation dynamics and forecasting. It is also widely acknowledged as the theoretical motivation for countercyclical monetary policy, especially inflation targeting. The underlying idea is that when unemployment rate falls below (or rise above) the non-accelerating inflation rates of unemployment (NAIRU), inflation rates tend to increase (or decrease).
Therefore, policy instruments targeted at aggregate demand and employment can be used to influence inflation rates overtime. However, despite its popularity, the Phillips curve suffers from both theoretical and empirical shortcomings. Results from many empirical studies suggest that the Phillips curve cannot adequately predict a stable relationship between unemployment and inflation (see Stock and Watson, 2008 for a review). This can be justified on the grounds that rational economic agents are expected to revise their expectation overtime as their economic environment changes (see Fischer, 1977; Lucas and Sargent, 1979 and Taylor, 1980) . Also, the Phillips curve only captures the demand side of inflation and may therefore produce less desirable results if significant components of the supply side of inflation are ignored (see Chen et al., 2014 and the papers cited therein). In this Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) : Revisiting the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve: the role of oil price -Centre for Econometric and Allied Research, University of Ibadan Working Papers Series, CWPS 0022 4 paper, our contribution to the literature is four-fold. First, we extend the literature on inflation forecasting by focusing on the role of an important supply side variable (i.e. global crude oil prices) in generating accurate inflation forecasts. This is partly motivated by the results obtained in a recent study by which justifies the significant role of oil price in the modeling of inflation. This is further corroborated by the finding of Coibion and Gorodnichencko (2015) which reveals that contrary to expectations, inflation rate increased during the financial crisis era and the increase was driven largely by increase in oil prices. They argue that changes in crude oil prices reflect visibly in domestic gasoline prices and results in a revision in households inflation expectations. Similar findings are reported in Chen et al. (2014) . Indeed, it seems to make sense that oil prices explain a lot of the variation in inflation because many industries consume oil, often for transportation-it is used to make gasoline for automobiles and jet fuel for air transport-or as heating fuel for many homes (Neely, 2015) . In 2014, the United States used about 6.95 billion barrels of oil (Neely, 2015) .
Second, we adopt the approach of Lewellen (2004) [hereafter "LW"] and Narayan and Gupta (2014) [hereafter "NG"] and Narayan and Bannigidadmath (2015) [hereafter "NB"] to capture persistence and endogeneity effects that may be inherent in the predictors of inflation including oil price. Many studies ignore the supply side variables because of potential simultaneity problems. More specifically, NG (2014) find that oil price is a persistent and endogenous predictor variable and that ignoring these features may bias the slope coefficient of the predictor variable which may affect the outcome of the predictive model. While there is evidence of application of this approach to the forecasting of stock returns, our paper is the first to demonstrate the consequences of ignoring the persistence and endoneneity effects, when they exist, on the predictability the Phillips curve-based inflation forecast. We further extend the predictive regression model of LW (2004) and NG (2014) and NB (2015) to a two-predictor framework in order to augment the Phillips curve-based inflation model with the supply-side factor (which is oil price in this case). In order to validate our argument for the consideration of a multi-factor case, we compare the between the periods 1970 to 1996 in the United States. The instability was especially significant in the coefficient of lagged inflation in the Phillips curve specification.
In a more recent study, Riggi and Venditti (2015) find evidence of increased sensitivity of inflation to output gap or a steepening Phillips curve in the euro area since 2013. Other studies, including Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) and Ang et al (2007) , corroborate these findings. Put simply, the relationship portrayed by the Phillips curve may not be stable, resulting in inaccurate forecasts. One possible way to address this problem is by using time varying parameter models to estimate the inflation forecasting model. In fact, results from Canova (2007) show that taking account of time variation in Phillips curve coefficients improves the forecast performance of the model. In this case, they find that forecasts from multivariate models outperform univariate ones only when time variation in the coefficients are accounted for by using a time varying estimation models.
Given evidence of instability in the Phillips curve estimates, it is not surprising that many empirical studies find inflation forecasts generated from Phillips curve based models to be less accurate. A good number of such studies find that Phillips curve inflation forecast do not outperform simple univariate models including random walk and simple autoregressive models (see Atkeson and Ohanian, 2001; Stock and Watson, 2003 , 2007 , Canova, 2007 , Ang et al., 2007 . Using US data from 1960 to 1999, Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) compared the performance of three NAIRU based Phillips curve inflation forecasts to a naïve model -which predict the next four quarters inflation from its value in the previous four quarters. They find that the naïve model (AO henceforth) forecasts outperform those from the Phillips curve models. Similar conclusions are reached by studies which focus on other countries apart from the United States. Using data from selected inflation targeting economies in Europe, Diron and Mojon (2008) find that using central banks inflation targets as inflation forecasts yield smaller forecast error than alternative models, including Phillips curve based ones. One possible explanation for this is that quantified inflation targets serve as a good guide for expectation formation about inflation especially when the central bank is perceived as credible. Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) : Revisiting the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve: the role of oil price -Centre for Econometric and Allied Research, University of Ibadan Working Papers Series, CWPS 0022 8 Perhaps the problem with the Phillips curve based model is their simplicity. After all, results from Stock and Watson (1999) and Cecchetti et al. (2000) suggest that single indicators inflation forecasts have limited predictive powers. Therefore, one will expect that extending the simple model to capture other real economic activities will improve its forecast performance as information about other economic variables that may affect inflation dynamics is incorporated. In a study of the G7 countries, Canova (2007) used data from 1980:Q1 to 2000:Q4 to compare the forecast performance of the popular inflation forecasting models. He finds that bivariate and tri-variate models are not much better than univariate ones. This is in line with earlier results from Watson (2003, 2007) which find that even when the Phillips curve models are augmented with activity based indicators, the AO forecasts still outperform them. In arguably one of the most comprehensive studies on this subject, Stock and Watson (2008) Are there other ways to improve Phillips curve based models to derive more accurate inflation forecasts? Initial evidence suggests there might be. One major limitation of the foregoing studies is that they pay little attention to supply side factors, even though inflation is not solely a demand-driven phenomenon. For example, global commodity prices affect domestic prices through their direct effects on production costs and real outputs, and indirectly results in domestic inflation through the exchange rate pass through especially in commodity exporting economies (see Chen and Rogoff, 2003; Chen et al., 2014) .
Many studies have shown that crude oil price is salient for understanding inflation dynamics (see for a comprehensive review). Similarly, Coibion and Gorodnichencko, (2015) show that contrary to popular reasons provided in the Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) : Revisiting the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve: the role of oil price -Centre for Econometric and Allied Research, University of Ibadan Working Papers Series, CWPS 0022 9 literature for the absence of disinflation during the financial crisis, the situation is better explained by oil price-induced inflation expectations between 2009 and 2011.
Also, models incorporating energy prices seem to have better inflation forecast performance. Cecchetti et al. (2000) examine the forecast performance of 19 inflation indicator variables including unemployment rates and energy prices in forecasting inflation and compared them to a simple autoregressive model. They find that crude oil price outperforms the autoregression in eight out of the 13 forecast instances, while unemployment rate only outperforms the autoregression twice. In fact, the top four performing variables -crude oil price, price of gold, Journal of Commerce material index and average hourly earnings -are supply side variables.
A recent study by Chen et al. (2014) also check the performance of aggregated and disaggregated commodity price indexes in forecasting inflation in selected small commodity exporters (namely Australia, Canada, Chile, New Zealand and South Africa). Using data from 1983:Q1 to 2010:Q3, they find that the commodity price indexes outperform random walk models and record modest improvements over autoregressive models. Among the disaggregated index, the energy price sub-index provides the best inflation forecasts across all countries considered. Their results point to the potential usefulness of combining market-based indicators (like commodity prices) with structural or activity based variables such as output growth, output gap and unemployment for better inflation forecasts. This is the focus of this paper. We extend the studies on Phillips curve based inflation model to include the global oil price. As previously emphasized, our approach carefully accounts for some of the prominent features of the considered predictors which are found to enhance the forecast performance of the predictive model. Specifically, we account for time varying feature of the parameters of Phillips curve using the rolling window approach and we also reflect persistence and endogeneity effects which may affect the outcome of the forecast. Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) : Revisiting the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve: the role of oil price -Centre for Econometric and Allied Research, University of Ibadan Working Papers Series, CWPS 0022 10 3.0
The Model
The (Traditional) Demand-Side Phillips Curve variants
The two main variants of the single factor demand-side Phillips curve functions are the unemployment-inflation trade-off and the output-inflation trade-off. Starting with the former, it postulates an inverse relationship between the level of unemployment and the rate of inflation. A simple representation of the unemployment-inflation trade-off is given as:
where t  is the rate of inflation while t u is the unemployment rate. In this paper, we consider two prominent measures of inflation namely headline inflation and core inflation. We use the headline inflation computed from all-items CPI since it is usually the policy target of most Central/Reserve banks. However, the core inflation is also relevant here in order to eliminate any form of bias that may result from possible correlations between the volatile prices in the all-items CPI (usually energy and food prices) and oil prices. In other words, the core inflation excludes certain items from the headline inflation that are susceptible to volatility in order to produce legitimate long run inflation devoid of short-term price volatility and transitory changes. In the computation of the core inflation, the food and energy prices, that can have temporary price shocks, are removed as these shocks can diverge from the overall trend of inflation and by implication give a false measure of inflation. Thus, the consideration of core inflation is expected to strengthen the robustness of our results and to also lend credence to the role of oil price as a predictor of inflation regardless of the choice of inflation measures considered.
Like the rate of inflation, we also consider alternative measures of Phillips curve predictor variable. As you will notice in our subsequent analyses, in addition to unemployment, we analyze the demand side of the Phillips curve using another alternative measure namely output gap. Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) 
The output-inflation trade-offs
The output-inflation trade-off is derived from the unemployment-inflation trade-off and it establishes a positive relationship between output and inflation. This is particularly important for inflation targeting countries where the policy rate is determined by the intended trade-off between output gap and inflation. For instance, a higher inflation is hypothesized if actual output (aggregate demand) exceeds its potential output or if unemployment is less than the natural rate of unemployment. The output-inflation trade-off defined this way requires the use of output-gap to proxy output in the estimation of this variant of Phillips curve (see equation 2).
where log( / )
such that t y is the actual output proxied by real GDP and t y is the potential output (or potential real GDP) that is measured using the Hodrick Prescott Filter.
The Supply-Side Phillips curve
The demand-side variants of the Phillips curve ignore the cost push (or supply side) of inflation and ignoring the supply-side may affect the predictive ability of the Phillips curve model (see Chen et al, 2014) . As previously noted, we consider oil price as a proxy for the cost push factor since oil serves as a major input to the production process and by implication it can be assumed to be critical for growth (see Kilian et al, 2013; Killian and Vigfusson, 2017) . The various considerations in favour of the significant role of oil price in a macroeconomy are well documented in Hamilton (2005) . 3 In addition, several studies have evaluated the predictive accuracy of oil price for stock returns (see for example, Narayan and Sharma, 2011; NG, 2014 ; and papers cited therein). For instance, in the predictive model of NG (2014), oil price is expressed as a single predictor of stock returns and they find that oil price changes (including both negative and positive changes) is an important predictor of US stock returns. In our paper, similar to the underlying intuition behind the NG (2014) paper, we hypothesize that inflation can be predicted by changes in oil price. The cost-push theory of inflation establishes a positive relationship between the cost of input (which is oil price in this case) and inflation. Thus, upward movements in oil price may fuel higher rates of inflation at least in the short run. As previously noted, we depart from the existing literature on inflation forecasting in terms of the choice of predictive regression model. In our paper, in addition to other contributions, we account for persistence and endogeneity effects in the predictive regression model (see LW, 2004; NG, 2014) .
3.3
Dealing with persistence and endogeneity in the predictors of inflation
It is important to discuss the expected behavior of the predictors of inflation. The equations (1) to (3) assume the non-existence of persistence and that the predictors are exogenous. However, these assumptions are too restrictive particularly for series that usually respond to demand and supply shocks such as those in this paper.
Recent developments in single-equation forecasting models seem to favour the consideration of persistence and endogeneity issues (see LW, 2004; NG, 2014; NB, 2015) . 4 These statistical features have implications on the choice of estimator for forecasting which consequently will affect the outcome of the forecast. LW (2004) demonstrates the procedure for the adjustment of the OLS slope coefficient of the predictor in order to correct for the bias introduced by the presence of persistence and endogeneity in the model. Similar applications are demonstrated in the works of NG (2014) and NB (2015) . Thus, we further test whether our predictors truly exhibit these features and if they did, the predictive regression model will have to be 13 estimated with the bias-adjusted OLS estimator proposed by LW (2004) . Although, Narayan (2012, 2014) propose an extension of the LW (2004) which accounts for conditional heterosecdasticity; however, this may be more appropriate for financial series such as stock returns that are available at high frequency and are therefore more susceptible to volatility (see NB, 2015) .
We follow the procedure as detailed in the LW (2004) 
where t  is the rate of inflation as previously defined and t x is a potential predictor variable of inflation which is restricted to the unemployment, output and oil prices.
Unlike equations (1) to (3), by taking the first lag of t x in equation (4) allows us to restrict our forecast to the short run since the general consensus in the literature is that oil prices can drive some variation in inflation, at least over the short and medium runs (see Neely, 2015) .
We can also assume an AR(1) process for t x (see also Stambaugh, 1986 Stambaugh, , 1999 Mankiw and Shapiro, 1986; Nelson and Kim, 1993; LW, 2004; NG, 2014) :
Both ,, and
 are expected to be correlated for endogeneity bias to pose any serious concern on the outcome of the forecast and ˆ1   , an assumption that is required for stationarity. The null hypothesis of no predictability is given as (1) to (3) this way allows us to restrict our forecast to short run forecast since the general consensus in the literature is that oil prices can drive some variation in inflation, at least over the short and medium runs (see Neely, 2015) . Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) For the proposed LW estimator to be valid, the coefficient is expected to be less than one. Moreso, the series (both the predicted and the predictors) in the predictive regression model are expected to be stationary with maximum order of integration being I(1). Thus, the degree of persistence is evaluated at the level of stationarity of the relevant series. In other words, the corresponding autocorrelation coefficient at which the series is stationary is reported and used to evaluate the degree of persistence. Doing it this way ensures that the degree of persistence is devoid of any noise in the data series. In any case, the rejection of the unit root null does not imply that the variables are not persistent (NG, 2014) . Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) : Revisiting the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve: the role of oil price -Centre for Econometric and Allied Research, University of Ibadan Working Papers Series, CWPS 0022 
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To test and capture the endogeneity effects, we follow the Narayan (2012, 2014) (4) and (5) in so far the series in question are found to be stationary.
By way of substitution and re-arrangement, we can re-write equation (6) as:
where   

. In order to correct for the inherent bias in  , LW (2004) suggests bias-adjusted OLS estimator of  which is described as:
Since  is unknown, LW (2004) suggests we can put a lower bound on     by assuming that 1   (in line with the null hypothesis for testing for unit root) while  is determined from equation (5) 
where ˆ0   and as a consequence, bias-adjusted OLS estimator of  in (8)   .
We subject equations (1) to (3) to this procedure and thereafter forecast with the appropriate model on the basis of the observed underlying features of the predictors.
The Combined (Demand-and Supply-Side) Phillips curve
The previous equations involve a single-predictor forecast model. We further hypothesize that both the demand and supply sides are important and should therefore be captured in the forecast model. Thus, we incorporate both sides in a single-equation framework in order to test whether augmenting the traditional Phillips curve with the supply-side components will produce a better forecast performance than any of the single-factor variants. The extended versions of the Demands-side Phillips curve in equations (1) to (2) are now reformulated to include the supply side in equation (3) as follows.
We extend the LW (2004), NG (2014) and NB (2015) single-predictor forecast model to account for a two-predictor model. We express the model as follows: x : By substitution and further simplification, we can re-write equation (12) as follows:
where
and the corresponding equation for the bias-corrected OLS estimates for the  's is given as:
and equation (14) reduces to equation (10) in the absence of persistence and endogeneity effects. Thus, like the single-factor case, the appropriate restricted version of equation (14) 
Autoregressive model
As customary when evaluating the forecast performance of economic models, we also compare the best forecast model among the variants of the Phillips curve whether single-factor or multiple-factor with the first order autoregressive model with drift. Thus, in addition to the theoretically motivated equations above, we also allow inflation to follow a first order autoregressive process, such that; 
Forecast periods and measures of forecast performance
Typically, in the absence of any theoretical guidance, researchers have used 25%, 50% and 75% of the full sample as the in-sample periods for estimation and the balance forms the out-of-sample forecast periods (NG, 2014) . Thus, we consider both the 50% and 75% for robustness. A number of studies have justified the need to consider multiple out-of sample evaluation periods in order to gauge the robustness of the predictability results (see for example, Welch and Goyal, 2008; Rapach et al., 2010 , among others). On the procedure followed to produce out-of-sample forecasts, we employ the rolling window approach. This estimates one step ahead then drops an observation at the start and adds the new observation to the sample and thereafter re-estimates. This process is followed continuously until the end of the forecast period is reached. The idea is to capture the inherent time varying feature of the parameters of Phillips curve.
Also, we employ the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to measure the predictive ability of the various predictors. These measures are computed for both the insample forecast and out-of-sample forecast. We further consider the out-of-sample 
Robustness tests
In this paper, we consider a multi-level robustness analysis as follows:
1. We consider twenty one (21) OECD member countries thus making it the largest sample of countries evaluating the forecast performance of Phillips curve-based inflation in a single paper.
2. We consider alternative measures of inflation in order to examine whether the forecast is insensitive to the choice of proxy for inflation;
3. Also, we consider two variants of Phillips curve-based inflation model. 4. We analyze the forecast performance of the predictive models under two different out-of-sample forecast periods
Data and Preliminary analyses
We use quarterly data for twenty one (21) For the preliminary analyses, we started with a visual inspection of oil price against each of the two measures of inflation rate considered. The essence is to trace any possible co-movement between oil price and inflation over time (see Figures 1&2) .
We also consider the summary statistics of the series to include the sample mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and the skewness. In addition to the test of the null hypothesis of a unit root in variables under consideration, we also test for the presence of persistence and endogeneity effects as previously described. Reported in Table 1 include the means, standard deviations, kurtosis and skewness statistics for all the variables under consideration. Starting with the inflation variables in Panel A, the quarter-on-quarter inflation rates for both headline and core appear to be relatively small for all the selected OECD countries, in fact, less than 1 percent with the exception of Mexico. Also, the standard deviation values are substantially small indicating that they are less volatile although the headline seems relatively more volatile than the core. This is not unexpected as the former includes volatile prices such as food and energy prices which are suppressed in the core inflation. In relation to Panel B, unemployment rate follows a single-digit trend on average with the exception of Spain. However, the output gap for majority of the countries is negative implying that aggregate demand falls short of potential output, on average. Meanwhile, these traditional predictors of inflation are less volatile when compared to the oil price variable judging by the standard deviation statistics.
the standard deviation statistics for the oil price variable in Panel C. With respect to the statistical distribution of the series, the skewness appears to be mostly non-zero for all the series, but mainly positive in the headline inflation and oil price, mixed for the core inflation and unemployment rate, negatively skewed for output-gap and mixed for the oil price. For the kurtosis statistic, the result is predominantly leptokurtic across the two measures of inflation rate and the output-gap but platykurtic for unemployment and oil price.  denote headline inflation and core inflation respectively while t p is the percentage log difference of Brent oil price. The inflation data used here are quarterly percentage change of quarter-on-quarter inflation. The unemployment and output-gap series are also expressed in percentage term.
Presentation and discussion of unit root test results
As a precondition for dealing with time series data, the issue of stationarity deserves attention. Hence, we subject each of the inflation variables and the predictor series to unit root tests. Essentially, we employ the familiar augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF, 1981) . Although, the implementation of the ADF model includes only the intercept term, the lag length selection is however, based on Schwarz information criterion, where a maximum of ten (10) lags is considered to obtain the optimal lag length. The ADF test results in Table 2 show that the unit root null is consistently rejected for the predictor series and therefore valid for forecasting. 
Presentation and discussion of results for persistence and endogeneity
It is also important to test for persistence in the predictors since the rejection of the null of unit root does not imply the absence of persistence. Reported in Table 3 is the estimated AR(1) coefficient for each of the predictors and across the 21 OECD countries selected. Although, there is no evidence of perfect persistence since all the coefficients are statistically significant at the 1 percent level, however, some degree of persistence which varies across the selected countries and across the variables is still noticed. Note that the AR (1) coefficient is derived from the ADF test results and it is the coefficient obtained at which the series in question is stationary. All the reported coefficients are statistically significant at 1 percent level.
In the final part of our preliminary analysis, we also test for the extent of endogeneity in the predictive regression models. The test is considered from the perspective of both single-and multiple-predictive models since both models are used to forecast inflation in this paper. As depicted in Table 4 , the endogeneity is relatively more evident for the headline inflation and more pronounced for oil price.
This is consistent with the work of NG (2004) which also finds that oil price tends to exhibit both persistence and endogeneity in the predictive model for stock returns.
Also, the endogeneity effect seems to be more prominent in the single-predictor model than the multiple-case. However, since oil price is present in the latter case, then accounting for this effect is crucial. Thus, our choice of estimator which corrects for any potential bias that may result from either persistence or endogeneity or both is suitable for the considered predictive models for inflation in this paper. 
The Results
Taking cognizance of the fact that the existence of in-sample predictability is not by any measure, a prerequisite for out-of-sample forecast gains as stressed by Rapach and Zhou (2013), we consider both the in-sample and out-of-sample forecast performance. The results for the in-sample forecast are partitioned into two: (i) the restricted predictive model where the in-sample forecast performance for the traditional Phillips curve is compared with the supply-side factor; and (ii) the restricted (single-predictor) model versus the unrestricted (multiple-predictor)
model. The in-sample predictability is evaluated for the two alternative measures of inflation. Thereafter, we proceed to the main forecast evaluation which involves the out-of-sample forecast following the procedure previously highlighted.
In-sample Forecast Performance Results (A) Demand-side vs Supply-side
Here, we examine the in-sample inflation predictability of the traditional demandside predictors as against the supply-side. The evidence as reported in Table 5 for the single-factor equation reveals that the supply-side as the more accurate predictor of inflation. However, it is the output-gap variant of Phillips curve model that provides better forecasts of inflation amongst the demand-side predictors. Thus, the unemployment and output-gap variants of the demand-side jointly exhibits superior predictability evidence in 29% of the countries as against 71% for the supply-side, which is proxied by oil price.
(B) Single-factor equation case vs. Multiple-factor equation case
The rationale is to examine whether the in-sample forecast is likely to be more accurate if the traditional demand-side Phillips curve is augmented with supply-side indicator such as oil price. The empirical results as represented in Table 5 indicate that, augmenting the unemployment variant of the demand-side with oil price matters for the predictability of inflation in all the selected OECD countries. More so, the superior predictability of the multiple-factor model is also evident for the outputgap variant where its augmented version outperforms its single case. Thus, the 
(C) Headline inflation vs. Core inflation
Finally in Table 5 , we evaluate the in-sample forecast results from the view point of the alternative measures of inflation rate considered and the predictors seem more accurate, when core CPI is the measure for inflation. As shown in the single-factor equation, for example, the predictability of each of the predictors is relatively more accurate when core CPI is the proxy for inflation in the predictive regression model.
This finding is quite instructive in the sense that some arguments in the literature for the co-movement between inflation and oil price are often linked to the use of headline inflation which already captures energy prices and thus, such relationship is not unexpected. Contrary to this view, we however establish on the basis of the comparative in-sample forecast performance that oil price is in fact a good predictor of non-food and non-energy inflation (core inflation). This relationship may be justified on the basis of marginal cost principle in which the production of a unit of output increases as a result of the increase in the input cost which is predominantly influenced by oil price. Our result also lends credence to the observation of Bernanke (2015) in his critique of Taylor rule. He modified the Taylor rule by replacing the GDP deflator with the core inflation. He notes that the FOMC targets overall PCE inflation, but has typically viewed core PCE inflation (which excludes volatile food and energy prices) as a better measure of the medium-term inflation trend and thus as a better predictor of future inflation. Thus, there are three to four key findings from our in-sample forecast performance results, which can be highlighted as follows:
(i) Given the number of countries under consideration, the supply-side Phillips curve rather than the traditional demand-side Phillips curve seems to be more accurate for predicting inflation.
(ii) Augmenting the traditional demand-side Phillips curve particularly the outputvariant of it, with the supply-side such as oil price has the tendency of enhancing the forecast accuracy of the predictors.
(iii) The superior predictability of the multiple-factor predictive model as against the single-factor is also robust to alternative measures of inflation and highly evident across the selected countries.
(iv) Relative to the headline inflation, the core CPI inflation is more likely to be predicted by the augmented Phillips curve and this evidence is consistent for both the single-factor and multiple-factor equations. 
Out-of-Sample Forecast Performance Results
Stemming from the fact that the existence of in-sample is no sufficient condition to assume out-of-sample forecast gain, we now turn to the focal point of this study which is the out-of-sample forecast performance as stressed by Campbell and Thompson (2008) . Using rolling window approach, we report results for forecast horizon (h) such that; (h = 1) is for one-quarter period ahead forecast, (h = 2) is the two-quarter period ahead forecast and (h = 3) is the three-quarter period ahead forecast. We then estimate the predictive regression model utilizing half of the sample (50%) to generate the first forecast and 75% for the second forecast. This is done for both predictive models (single and multiple).
We further partitioned the multiple-factor equation case into the direct (restricted) and indirect (unrestricted) approaches. The direct is the main augmented Phillips curve model as in equations (9a), (9b) and (9c) while the indirect approach on the other hand, follows a simple forecast-combination method (see NB, 2015) where the forecast performance for the single-predictor models is averaged rather than predicting with a multiple-factor model. Consequently, we employ the CampbellThompson test to determine the relative predictability of the restricted (singlepredictor and combined forecast) and the unrestricted (multi-factor) models. More so, we consider the accuracy of the forecast from the perspective of demand-side versus supply-side as well as from the view point of the alternative measures of inflation rate.
(A) Demand-side vs. Supply-side
We start with the forecast performance results generated using half (50%) of the total observations. The empirical results in Table 6A reveal oil price, which is a proxy for the supply-side as the more accurate for predicting inflation. Although, the viability of this evidence depends on which variant of the demand-side predictors is being considered. For instance, while the supply-side evidently outperformed the outputgap variant of the demand-side, the result is however, otherwise, if the comparison is in relative to the unemployment variant of the demand-side. However, by Salisu A. A, Ademuyiwa I and Isah, K. O (2017) : Revisiting the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve: the role of oil price -Centre for Econometric and Allied Research, University of Ibadan Working Papers Series, CWPS 0022 31 extending our sample usage to 75%, the performance of the supply-side improves and outperforms the demand-side predictors (see Table 6B ). This though may not be unconnected with the extension of our sample usage to 75%, which by implication enables us to capture some episodes of major oil price shocks including the global financial crisis. It also reaffirms the findings in the literature about oil price being an episodic predictor of inflation.
(B) Headline inflation vs Core inflation
The motive here is to find out if out-of-sample forecast performance is sensitive to the alternative measures of inflation rate. Using half or 50% of the total observations, the empirical results as evidently demonstrated in Table 6A show that the forecast performance is likely to be more accurate, when the computation for inflation measure includes all-item (i.e. headline inflation). By extending the sample usage to 75% of the total observation, the empirical results in Table 6B , however, reveals the predictability of inflation as relatively more accurate when computation for inflation is limited to the core items only. Having shown that the oil price-based supply-side is the more accurate predictor of inflation in a single-factor case (see Tables 6A & 6B) , we now turn to the focal point of the paper, which centers on whether augmenting the demand-side predictors of inflation with a supply-side factor such as oil price matters for the forecasting accuracy of Phillips curve. Thus, we perform the out-of-sample forecast for the multiple-factor predictive regression model by augmenting each variant of the demand-side predictors, namely; unemployment rate and output gap with the supply-side predictor (oil price).
The Campbell-Thompson test results are reported in Table 8A for 50% sample usage and Table 8B for the 75% sample usage. Starting with the former, the test results
indicate that the unrestricted model produces more accurate forecasts of inflation in more than 80% of the OECD countries selected. The few exceptions in this case include
Finland, Germany and Ireland. The preference for the unrestricted (multiple-factor) Phillips curve as against the restricted (single-factor) Phillips curve appears to be relatively more pronounced, when the sample usage is 75%. Note that the Campbell-Thompson test result here is relating the out-of-sample forecast performance of the variant single-factor demand-side predictor as against their respective augmented versions; while h = 1, h = 2, and h = 3 implies one, two and three forecast period ahead respectively.
(D) Multiple-factor case (unrestricted) vs forecast-combination (restricted)
To further strengthen our position on the viability of augmenting the traditional Phillips curve with supply-side factor, we also evaluate the validity of our proposed twovariable predictive regression model in relation to the NB (2015) forecast-combination approach. The out-of-sample forecast results generated from the combined forecast are reported in Tables 9A and 9B for 50% and 75%. On the basis of the Campbell-Thompson test results in Tables 10A & 10B , we find evidence in favour of the multiple-factor approach for predicting inflation as against the combined forecast approach. The validity of this evidence seems consistent across all the 21 OECD countries selected and robust to multiple forecast periods (50% and 75%). (1) is the first order autoregressive process, while h = 1, h = 2, and h = 3 imply one-, two-and three-quarter forecast period ahead respectively. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we revisit the forecasting accuracy of the traditional Phillips curve model using quarterly dataset of 21 OECD countries that ranges from 1990 to 2016. Essentially, we render an extensive empirical investigation of the role of oil price in the forecasting accuracy of the traditional Phillips curve model. We estimated both the conventional single-factor and the proposed multiple-factor predictive regression models using the bias-adjusted OLS estimator proposed by LW (2004) . This is rather inevitable in order to capture the persistence and endogeneity effects exhibited by the predictors particularly oil price. Using the rolling window approach, we consider multiple out-of-sample evaluation periods that include 50% and 75% of the total observations respectively. We find that including episodes of major oil price shocks in the sample usage enhances the predictability role of oil price. To further gauge the robustness of the predictability results, we explore two prominent alternative measures of inflation namely the headline inflation computed from all-item CPI and core CPI inflation rate. Our results suggest that the supply-side variables (especially global oil prices) are important for understanding inflation dynamics and deriving accurate inflation forecasts regardless of the alternative measures inflation considered. More so, we demonstrate that augmenting the traditional demand-side predictors with supply-side factor matters for the predictive ability of the Phillips curve. Also, we find that the augmented version is more likely to produce better inflation forecasts than the combined forecast approach which is an alternative approach of dealing with multiple factors in a predictive model.
Overall, accounting for the persistence and endogeneity effects in the augmented Phillips curve model may enhance its forecast performance.
